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Firms that have house-staff, both personal and hiring them to agencies, are subject to the same type of rules but also must
conform to various other requirements that are not found in the same manner in the government establishments. Police
Rules 1934 The law has a disproportionately long history, dating back to the Muhammadan police (which was one of the
primary official types of policing in Medieval Europe.) Christian history has been less bloody but the foundations of the
modern police are unclear. The British finally gave a strong role to policing. They assumed that the top-rank police force
should be staffed by those closest to the public. As a result, the job itself includes policeman, detective, investigator, and
human resources manager. Mainly because of the evidence that police become less effective as their number increases.
The Commanding Officer calls a meeting of the Command Staff and Subordinate Staff and is responsible for
communicating with them. A particular model of policing takes place when the formation of a group of police officers
under a single individual, the police chief, becomes a normal pattern. In countries with strong political parties, police
often are assigned to protect the ruling party against threats from opposition parties. A police officer is anyone authorised
by law to be a policeman. As the name suggests, the police officers, are police staff, means police officers are staffs and
have no decision making power. The Pakistan police force is the only force in Pakistan that has an Inspector General Of
Police (IGP) who is the head of the police. Constituting and naming a police force (e. The most famous and largest of all
police forces is the Irish National Police. 3 The Irish National Police was created by the Emergency Provisions Act in
1881. constituting and naming a police force The Ministry of Interior is in charge of the police. In the United Kingdom,
the police is the legal agency responsible for providing law and order in England and Wales. In the United States, the
various state governments have their own departments of public safety and the federal government does not have a law
enforcement agency. Many state governments and county governments have their own police departments. Many cities,
counties, and other municipalities have their own police departments. This is the English name for the "police" of the
Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus, a part of the Republic of Cyprus. The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
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